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In recent years there has been considerable debate about whether business methods should be patentable. Although there is no precise definition of business methods, they often relate to trading, finance, economics, advertising, or customer service. In a recent decision, *Bilski v. Kappos*, a fractured Supreme Court rejected a categorical rule that business methods are unpatentable. Instead, the Supreme Court emphasized the limitation that patents should not be granted for abstract ideas. In addition, recently enacted legislation is likely to have a significant impact on business method patents.

Section 101 of the Patent Act states that “[w]hoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor.” The term “process” is defined as a “process, art, or method, and includes a new use of a known process, machine, manufacture, composition of matter, or material.” However, despite this broad statutory language, the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit have imposed limitations on patentable subject matter, with significant consequences for business methods.

Business Method Patents Post-*Bilski*

As the Supreme Court noted in *Bilski*, its precedents prohibit granting patents for “laws of nature, physical phenomena, and abstract ideas.” The applicant in *Bilski* claimed a method of protecting against the risk of price fluctuations in a market. The Supreme Court analyzed the claimed method in view of its decisions in *Benson*, *Flook*, and *Diehr*, and concluded that the claimed method was an example of an unpatentable abstract idea.

According to the Supreme Court, granting a patent in *Bilski* would impermissibly give the applicant a monopoly over risk hedging in all fields. Further, claims limiting the method to commodities and energy markets were mere field-of-use restrictions that did not render the idea patentable. In analyzing the patentability of the claimed method, the Supreme Court rejected the machine-or-transformation test proposed by the Federal Circuit as the sole test for patentability under Section 101, because this test may not always be suitable for evaluating inventions in the Information Age. However, the machine-or-transformation test may provide an important and useful clue for determining whether an invention is patentable.

The Supreme Court invited the Federal Circuit to develop further principles clarifying the limits on the patentability of business methods. Since *Bilski*, the Federal Circuit has decided several cases that provide further guidance regarding what constitutes an unpatentable abstract idea. The Federal Circuit itself has noted the substantial difficulties in defining an abstract idea, as well as its own internal disagreements regarding what constitutes patentable subject matter.

In *Cybersource*, the Federal Circuit held that a method of detecting credit card fraud in transactions over the Internet was unpatentable. The court first affirmed that the claimed method failed to meet the machine-or-transformation test. With regard to the machine prong, the explicit language of the claim did not require the method to be performed by a machine, such as a computer or the Internet. Further, although the credit card transaction was performed over the Internet, the claim did not require the Internet to be used to obtain the data. In addition, the
The Federal Circuit has provided two additional examples of business methods considered to be unpatentable abstract ideas in 

*Dealertrack* and *Fort Properties.* In *Dealertrack* the court held that a computer-aided method of processing credit applications over electronic networks was unpatentable. The claims were “directed to an abstract idea preemptive of a fundamental...
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or the significance of a computer to the performance of the method.” The district court construed the claims as not being limited to any specific algorithm, and the patentee did not challenge this construction. Further, using the clearinghouse only for car loan applications was a “field of use” limitation that was insufficient to render the claims patentable.

Similarly, in Fort Properties the Federal Circuit held that an investment tool for enabling owners to buy and sell properties without incurring tax liability was unpatentable. The court found that the claimed method of aggregating property, making the property subject to an agreement, and issuing ownership interests in the property to multiple parties consisted “entirely of mental processes and abstract intellectual concepts.” The ties to deeds, contracts, and real property were insufficient to render the investment tool patentable. Further, like the “computer aided” recital in Dealertrack, a claim limitation requiring a computer to generate deedshares was characterized as “insignificant post-solution activity.” The computer did not play a significant role in allowing the claimed method to be performed. During claim construction, the patentee agreed that “using a computer” should be interpreted simply as “operating an electronic device that features a central processing unit.”

The cases discussed above provide some guidance regarding best practices for preparing, prosecuting, and enforcing business method patents. It is clear that an application for a business method patent must be carefully drafted to illustrate that the invention is not an abstract idea. Some possibilities include explaining why a computer or the Internet is required to perform the method, providing examples of specific algorithms that can perform the method, and distinguishing data analysis steps from merely gathering or organizing the data. Complex computer programming and a specific Internet application seem to weigh heavily in favor of patentability of a business method. Also, a patentee should avoid agreeing to claim constructions that characterize the invention as being performed by a general-purpose computer.

Post-Grant Review Under the America Invents Act
In September 2011, the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (the AIA) was signed into law. The AIA created a new “post-grant review” procedure that will allow third parties to challenge the validity of issued patents, including business method patents. Under the new post-grant review procedure, a petitioner may challenge a patent based on any ground of invalidity, except for best mode. The petitioner must show that it is more likely than not that at least one of the challenged claims is unpatentable, or raise a novel or unsettled question of law. For example, the petitioner will be able to challenge a business method patent under Section 101 based on the grounds discussed in the above cases. However, post-grant review will not be effective until September 16, 2012, and only applies to patents with an effective date on or after March 16, 2013. Moreover, the petitioner must institute post-grant review within nine months of the issuance of the patent.

In view of these limitations, the AIA also includes a transitional program that allows for post-grant review of certain types of business method patents. This transitional program may only be used by parties that have either been sued or charged with infringement of “covered business method patents.” A “covered business method patent” is “a patent that claims a method or corresponding apparatus for performing data processing or other operations used in the practice, administration, or management of a financial product or service, except that the term does not include patents for technological inventions.” As with the other post-grant review procedure, the transitional program related to covered business method patents will take effect on September 16, 2012. However, unlike the other post-grant review procedure, the transitional program will apply “to any covered business method patent issued before, on, or after that effective date …” Also, it is unnecessary to request post-grant review for cov-
ered business method patents within the nine-month window. Thus, as of September 16, 2012, the transitional program will enable a defendant in a patent litigation to challenge a covered business method patent-in-suit via post-grant review. The transitional program is set to expire on September 16, 2020.54

**Business Method Patent or Trade Secret?**

As described above, there are noticeable inconsistencies in the Federal Circuit decisions, and it may be difficult to predict how the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office55 and the federal courts will analyze a specific business method claim. Moreover, even if a party successfully obtains a business method patent, it may be subject to post-grant review by a third party, increasing the chances that the patent will be invalidated or limited. As a result, the inventor of a business method may want to consider keeping the business method as a trade secret, especially if it would be difficult for a competitor to reverse-engineer the method based on publicly available information. Alternatively, if the inventor only plans to file a patent application in the United States, the inventor could file a non-publication request, in which case the application would be published only if it eventually issues as a patent. The business method could remain a trade secret if the patent is never granted.

Of course, a party that chooses to practice its invention as a trade secret must meet certain requirements. In Virginia, trade secrets are defined by the Virginia Uniform Trade Secrets Act (VUTSA) as “information, including but not limited to, a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or process, that:

- Derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use, and

- Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.”56

Thus, while the up-front costs of filing a patent application and obtaining an issued patent may be a significant, the ongoing costs associated with maintaining the secrecy of the information can be substantial and difficult to implement, especially for certain types of business information. In addition, if the trade secret can be reverse engineered easily, it may be advantageous to seek patent protection at least as a defensive measure.

**Conclusion**

The law related to obtaining and enforcing business method patents is undergoing substantial changes stemming from the *Bilski* decision and the AIA. As a result, companies seeking to protect their intellectual property rights and business operations face an uncertain landscape when trying to determine the proper course of action. Entities are therefore likely to be best served by closely considering the business and legal implications associated with pursuing the differing types of intellectual property protection available on a case-by-case basis.
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